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Simulation of flows over wavy rough boundaries

By A. Nakayama † AND K. Sakio ‡

1. Motivation and objectives

Numerical calculation of large-scale flows appearing in the natural environment almost
always involves simplification of the boundary geometry. It is not only impossible, but
also meaningless, to represent all the details of the terrain with trees and vegetation,
not to mention smaller objects like little stones in simulating a wind field in a localized
area, or irregular bank and bed forms of natural meandering rivers. Flows in rivers and
oceans have, in addition, a complex boundary on the free surface, whose shape is not just
given but determined by the motion of water. The overall effects of small and random
irregularities are accounted for as roughness, but larger undulations would have to be
considered a part of the boundary shape. In fact the roughness and the boundary shape
cannot be distinguished so easily. The numerical resolution of the flow field requires
determination of what is to be considered roughness and what should be considered
as the boundary shape. If the small-scale irregularities are smoothed out, the motion
associated with the details is lost. In the context of large-eddy simulation (LES), this
will give rise to additional subgrid-scale stresses. It has been pointed out by Nikora et
al. (2001) that the small details of irregularities of even the time-averaged flow near the
rough bed of an open channel must be treated by spatial averaging, which also leads
to an additional stress. In simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer over a forest
canopy, the extra resistance due to the roughness of the canopy is added in the flow (e.g.
Yamada (1982)). In an LES, it is found (Brown, Hobson & Wood (2001) and Chow &
Street (2002)) that these additional stresses need to be distributed over a much larger
area in order to obtain the correct logarithmic law for an atmospheric boundary layer.
Various studies of numerical simulation of smooth-surface wall flows have indicated

that proper representation of the near-wall flow is essential for accurate reproduction of
the main flow. Proper representation of the flow near rough and irregular boundaries can
also be very important in computation of flows over rough surfaces. The main objectives
of the present work is to study the effects of smoothing of the boundary on the large-eddy
simulation as well as filtering of small-scale fluctuations of the flow, and to investigate
modeling methods of the subgrid scale stresses and the boundary conditions when the
boundary geometry is complex and irregular. We do this by conducting a direct simulation
of model flow over a wavy boundary with distinct length scales. Small waves are used to
simulate the surface irregularities that large-eddy simulations may not be able to resolve.
A large body of work on rough surface flows does not address the effects of smoothing
boundary shapes and we look at the simulation results from this point of view. Effects
of smoothing the free-surface waves have been pointed out by Hodges & Street (1999).
A model for inviscid surface waves has been proposed by Dimas & Fialkowski (2000).
Extension of the present line of work to moving wavy surfaces can be applied to free-
surface fluctuations as well.
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Table 1. Parameters for simulation calculation.

Case Grid cells Lx × Ly ×H λ δ λ′ δ′ ReH

Case 1 192× 128× 96 3× 2× 1 1.0 0.05 – – 6760
Case 2 384× 128× 96 3× 2× 1 1.0 0.05 0.2 0.02 6760

2. Results

2.1. Direct simulation of flow over wavy rough surface

In order to study the effects of small boundary irregularities, a direct numerical simulation
of a model flow with a ”simplified” complex boundary has been conducted. It is a flow over
a wavy surface containing two modes of two-dimensional cosine waves with different wave
lengths and amplitudes. The smaller waves simulate undulations or roughness that a LES
computation cannot resolve but whose effects should be reflected in the resolved flow field.
Therefore, additional computation is performed for the case without the smaller waves.
Flows over wavy walls have been studied both experimentally (e.g.Hudson, Dykhno &
Hanratty (1996) and Gong, W., Taylor, P. A. & Doernbrack (1996)) and numerically
(e.g.Krettenauer & Schumann (1992) and Maass & Schumann (1994)) as a case of rough
surface itself. We repeat the simulation of this flow as a verification of our computation
and as the basis for evaluating further effects of smaller waviness. It is the same as the
flow in a channel with wavy surface computed by Maass & Schumann (1994), except the
upper boundary in the present flow is a free-slip boundary approximating a free surface.
A free surface flow over wavy bottom of much higher Reynolds number has also been
simulated by Calhoun & Street (2001) using a LES method and the basic flows may be
compared with these calculations. The present simulation results and the filtered fields
of the simulated flows will provide basic data for examining the effects of the boundary
irregularities.
The computational domain, the definition of symbols and the computational grids for

the two simulation cases are shown in Figure 1. One in every four of 192× 128× 96 grid
lines of Case 1 and 384× 128× 96 grid lines of Case 2 on the three bounding surfaces are
shown. The values of the parameters are shown in Table 1. The parameters for Case 1
of the single-mode wavy surface are identical to those of Maass & Schumann (1994) and
the ratio of the wave amplitude to the wave length is 0.05 with a maximum slope of 0.31.
The present flow domain consists of three wavelengths compared with four in Maass
& Schumann (1994). Case 2 is a flow over the same wavy surface with smaller waves
superimposed. The wavelength λ′ and the amplitude δ′ of the smaller waves are one fifth
and two fifths of the main waves, respectively. These are respectively approximately 150
and 30 viscous units based on the average shear stress. The bulk Reynolds number ReH
defined by the average velocity Um and the flow depth H is 6760 and is the same as
Maass & Schumann (1994).
The numerical method used in these simulations is the same as that explained in

Yokojima & Nakayama (2001), which is essentially the same as the method of Zang,
Street & Koseff (1994). It is a fractional step method formulated on the collocated grid
arrangement in general curvilinear coordinates. For the present configuration of the flow,
one of the coordinates is taken to conform to the wavy surface on the bottom and the flat
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Figure 1. Computational domain and grids (every four grid lines shown) : (a) Case 1; (b)
Case 2.

upper boundary and the second coordinate is taken so that it is close to orthogonal to the
first as close as possible without much distortion in the main flow domain. Approximate
orthogonality near the solid boundary is important to capture the motion accurately in
this region.
The boundary conditions are no-slip on the bottom wavy walls, free slip on the upper

boundary and periodic in the streamwise and cross flow directions. In order to shorten the
initial flow development time, the current calculation was first started with the result of
our earlier DNS calculation of straight open-channel flow (Nakayama & Yokojima (2001))
as the initial flow over one period of the large waves.

2.2. Mean flow and filtered mean flow

The mean-flow properties of the simulated flows are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The flow
configuration of present Case 1 is the same as those of Maass & Schumann (1994) and
Calhoun & Street (2001). Particularly the Reynolds number of the present calculation
is the same as that of Maass & Schumann (1994) and detailed comparisons are made
in Figure 2. The only difference between these two calculations is that the boundary
condition on the top. The present calculation, similar to Calhoun & Street (2001), does
not have a boundary layer there. The two results are seen to be sufficiently close to each
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Figure 2. Mean velocity profiles of Case 1 compared with calculation of Maass & Schumann
(1994). — : present simulation, . + : Maass & Schumann (1994)

other. Slightly lower velocity of the present calculation in the center region is due to the
absence of the boundary layer on the upper boundary.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the the mean velocity vectors of the present two simulation

cases in the lower half of the middle one third of the calculation region. The flow is
separated in both cases and the dividing streamlines are shown in dotted lines. These
may roughly be thought of as the effective boundaries for the flow away from the bottom
boundary. It is noted that the dividing streamline for Case 2 shows undulations that are
of opposite phase to that of the boundary shape, and somewhat smoothed and shifted
upward.

A LES simulation of flows like that of present Case 2 that does not resolve the small
waviness is not to reproduce the flow over the large waviness alone like that of Case
1. Instead, one would like to obtain a flow that corresponds to the filtered flow field of
Case 2. Figure 3(c) is the flow field obtained by filtering the flow of Case 2 with filter
length equal to the wavelength of the small waves. The filter function is a rectangular
top-hat of horizontal to vertical side ratio equal to the ratio of the wave length to the
height. In the filtering process, the flow outside the actual flow domain is excluded by
a conditioning function discriminating the flow region and outside; thus only velocities
from within the flow domain contribute to the filtered result. This filtering method with
a conditioning function may not be the best choice in actual LES simulations, due mainly
to the non-commutativity with spatial differentiations, but its important consequences
will be representative of possible filters to be used in a LES. The location (represented
by the elevation) of the original boundary is also filtered in the same way and shown in
a solid line. With the filter length chosen to be equal to the wave length of the small
waves, the small-scale motions due to the small waves are removed. The recirculation
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Figure 3. Mean velocity distributions of the simulated and filtered flows: (a) Case 1; (b) Case
2; (c) Case 2 filtered with filter size λ′ × 2δ′ ; (d) Case 2 filtered with filter size λ × 2δ. · · · :
separation streamline

region is smaller but the flow above the separated region retains similarity implying
usefulness of a LES type simulation over such complex boundary. Figure 3(d) shows
the result of filtering with scale equal to the wave length of the large waves. It is now
almost uniform and may be thought a flow over flat rough surface. It is noted that the
filtered velocity on the filtered boundary is not exactly equal to zero. Figures 4(a) and
(b) are the semi-logarithmic plots of the velocity profiles of Figure 3(c) and (d) at four
streamwise positions with the friction velocity determined by filtering the wall stresses
and the wall pressure in the direction parallel to the smoothed boundary. The solid line
is the rough-surface boundary layer profile with the equivalent roughness height taken
to be equal to k = 2(δ + δ′), the height from the bottom to the top of the boundary of
Case 2. The roughness height Reynolds number k+ = uτsk/ν is 106, where uτs =

√

τs/ρ
is the friction velocity determined from the filtered wall resistance which corresponds
to the overall pressure gradient and is 0.0127. It is seen that the results with the filter
size λ′ × 2δ′ vary considerably from a fixed logarithmic profile but those with the large
filter size are close to the well-known rough-surface profile, except a slight overshoot near
zuτs/ν = k+. The distribution of the filtered resistance τs is shown in Figure 5. It is
distributed over distances from the smoothed boundary comparable to the filter height
and its variation is much larger than the average.
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Figure 4. Semi-logarithmic plot of the filtered mean velocity distributions: (a) Case 2 with
filter size λ′ × δ′; (b) Case 2 with filter size λ × δ. ◦ :x/λ = 1.0; :x/λ = 1.25; 4:x/λ = 1.5;
¦:x/λ = 1.75; —: rough surface log-law with roughness height equal to the total variation of the
wavy wall

Figure 5. Distribution of the component of the filtered wall stresses in the direction tangent
to the smoothed boundary.

2.3. Instantaneous features of simulated flows

Figure 6 shows a feature of the instantaneous flows in terms of the distributions of the
secondary flow velocity vectors at five cross stream planes in the center one third of the
flow. It is seen that the instantaneous flow structure of Case 1 shows quite strong and
large structures extending into the middle of the channel. These are like the streamwise
vortices seen by Calhoun & Street (2001) in a LES calculation at a much higher Reynolds
number. In Case 2 with small boundary waviness, the scale of the fluctuations appears
to be smaller and they do not extend as far into the channel main flow as Case 1.
The disturbances due to the small waviness appear to destroy and break up many of
the larger vortical structures. Although not shown, the filtered flow of Case 2 has even
weaker structures.
Figure 7 further shows the iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the instantaneous

velocity gradient tensor. They are known to show the vortical structures more directly.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Secondary flow velocity vectors in the cross-stream planes in the center one third of
the flow:(a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.

The streamwise structures seen in Case 1 are similar to those seen by Calhoun & Street
(2001). Most of them originate from the ridges and extend over distances comparable to
the wave length. In Case 2 the structures appear to be disturbed by the smaller waviness
and are broken into smaller scale motions.

2.4. Subgrid scale stresses and effects of boundary smoothing and flow filtering

In order to gain an idea about the magnitudes and the distribution of the sub-grid stresses
that one will have to deal with in a LES simulation of flows like that influenced by small
waviness of the boundary, subgrid stresses are computed from the simulated flow field. In
conventional LES, the effects of the subgrid scale motion are represented by the subgrid
stress

τij = −uiuj + ui uj (2.1)

where ui is the instantaneous velocity vector, and the overbar indicates a spatial filtering.
Sample distributions of component τ13 at one instant of time in a x− y plane are shown
in Figure 8 in shaded contour plots. Here subscript 3 is used to mean the z-direction and
is upward from the wavy bottom surface. Figures 8(a) and (b) are obtained by using the
same filtering method used earlier for the mean quantities so that the boundary of Case
2 is smoothed at the same time. While these are only samples we see that the sub-grid
stresses in Case 2 are of larger magnitude. High stress regions are seen downstream of the
ridges of the main waves. Figure 8(c) shows the sub-grid scale stresses when the filtering
is performed only in the spanwise direction which is the direction of flow homogeneity.
Filtering this way retains the small-scale variations and the boundary geometry is not
smoothed. This is not what one models in a LES which does not resolve the small
waviness, but is shown here for comparison.
In order to further see the effects of boundary smoothing, we look at the difference

of the two simulations on an instantaneous basis. The two simulations are statistically
independent and the instantaneous difference does not necessarily represent the instan-
taneous effects of the small waviness. Nonetheless it will show a possible picture of the
effects and we have plotted one example of the difference distribution in a x− z plane in
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Figure 7. Iso-surface of second invariant of velocity gradient tensor: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.

Figure 9. It shows that strong fluctuations with scales comparable to the small waves are
seen in the near wall region, particularly downstream of the ridges of the main waves.
What is important is that these perturbations burst up into the main part of the chan-
nel. This bursting is the reason that the effects of roughness, if introduced as an external
force must be input in regions much larger than the roughness height.
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Figure 8. Instantaneous subgrid scale shear stress distribution: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2 with
filter λ′ × δ′; (c) Case 2 with spanwise filtering; (b) and (c) are at the same time and in the
same plane.

3. Considerations for LES of flows over complex boundaries

In a LES simulation of a flow in a complex domain that cannot be resolved by the
computational grid, smoothing of the boundary must be done explicitly or implicitly.
We interpret that the boundary is smoothed when the spatial filtering is applied to flow
quantities. In order to help model this, we denote the filtered and smoothed velocity of
the original velocity ui by ũi, and identify the motion lost by boundary smoothing by δui

and fluctuation lost by the spatial filtering by u′
i. ũi cannot explicitly be given by a linear

operation on ui alone. This is a difficulty in formulating smoothing of the boundary, but
we may write

ui = ũi + u′
i + δui, (3.1)

An additional difficulty is that there are differences in the domains on which these quan-
tities are defined. ui is defined in the original unsmoothed flow domain D, while ũi is
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Figure 9. Difference between the instantaneous velocity vectors in Case 1 and Case 2.

Figure 10. Subgrid scale shear stress of the difference velocity of Case 1 and Case 2.

defined in the smoothed domain D̃ and δui can be defined in the intersection of these two
domains. We interpret Eq(3.1) in the smoothed domain D̃ by assuming some extrapolated
flow ui outside D.
The equations for ũi may then be obtained by filtering the original equations of motion

and by replacing the boundary conditions with those on the smoothed boundary. The
results will be the same as the usual LES equations

∂ũi

∂t
+

∂ũi ũj

∂xj

= −
1

ρ

∂p̃

∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(

ν
∂ũi

∂xj

− Tij

)

(3.2)

and the boundary conditions are applied on the smoothed boundary B̃. The subgrid scale
stress appearing in these equations is denoted by Tij to emphasize that it includes the
boundary smoothing effects and is given by

Tij = − ũi ũj + ũi ũj − ũi u′
j − ũj u′

i − u′
iu

′
j
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− ũi δuj − ũj δui − δuiu′
j − δuju′

i − δui δuj . (3.3)

The first half is the same as the usual Leonard, cross and Reynolds stress terms due
to filtering and the terms in the next line contain δui. These may be considered the
effects of smoothing of the boundary. There are terms showing interactions between the
filtering and smoothing and the stresses due to smoothing alone. δui is a quantity related
to the smoothing of the boundary. If we define a measure of deviation of the smoothed
boundary from the original position such as the mean square of the deviation, a model
for the statistical quantities involving δui may be constructed. We will examine some of
these terms from the present direct simulation of a model flow.
In order to know δui, additional equations will have to be solved. Since the difference

velocity field we saw in the previous subsection can be thought of as one realization of
δui, we computed the stresses associated with it

ηij = −δuiδuj + δui δuj . (3.4)

The results are plotted in Figure 10. It shows that the magnitudes are slightly smaller
than the subgrid scale stresses due to filtering and distributed in a broader region.
If usage of the instantaneous δui is to be useful, we will need to be able to calculate

it. One way of doing this is to assume a (fictitious) unfiltered velocity field ũi within
the smoothed boundary, that is, ũi satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations in the smoothed
domain. Then the equations for δui may be obtained by taking the difference of the
equations for ui and ũi in the intersection region of D and D̃

∂δui

∂t
+

∂ũjδui

∂xj

+
∂ũiδuj

∂xj

+
∂δuiδuj

∂xj

= −
1

ρ

∂δp

∂xi

+ ν
∂2δui

∂xj∂xj

(3.5)

where δp is the difference in the pressures in the original flow and the smoothed flow.
Since δui is expected to be significant only near the region where the boundary is altered,
this equation may be linearized in most of the smoothed flow. But it should be noted
that δui may not be of small scale and may not be negligible in regions away from the
boundary. The boundary condition for δui may be applied on B̃ and is ui− ũi with some
extrapolation for ui. Even if it is not possible to solve for δui, it should be possible to
solve for its filtered values or the stress ηij .

4. Conclusions and future work

A direct simulation of an idealized flow with wavy surfaces consisting of distinct length
scales has been conducted. The results have been analyzed in view of how an LES sim-
ulation that does not resolve the small details of the boundary shapes must be done.
Using the filtering and boundary smoothing method considered in the present work, the
surface stresses on the original boundary are spread as external forces over the area cor-
responding to the filter size and the filtered velocity field does not satisfy the original
no-slip condition on the smoothed boundary. The filtered velocity profiles indicate some
form of similarity, but the precise form still needs to be examined. In addition to the
stresses due to the original surface stresses, motion removed by the boundary smoothing
introduces additional stresses that extend into the region where there was no original
solid boundary. A possible method of modeling these stresses based on decomposition of
the velocity field into the filtered field and the parts lost by the boundary smoothing and
the filtering, has also been presented. The obvious step of future work is to complete the
analysis of the simulation results. The averages should include, not only the conventional
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averages but filter averages with alternative filtering and smoothing methods, and all
quantities that arise in the filtering and smoothing process. Models for these terms and
the boundary conditions must be constructed. Then one can do an actual LES calculation
for the present flow with the appropriate models and evaluate the results.
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